Abstract. as for larger hysteresis control object, when causing a large fluctuations in output, feedback can't timely effect influence the output of the system, directly impacting on control quality, a better solution to this kind of problem is to introduce the feedforward control system. In this paper, the analysis of the water spray desuperheating model to the big lag control object feedforward compensation scheme and the model mismatch problem are given.
The feedforward control principle and characteristics
In simple terms, it is according to the change of the disturbance variable to compensate for its effect on the controlled variable, so as to achieve the controlled variables completely being .not affected by disturbance variable control mode. 
We can get Feed-forward controller model By the controller model, feedforward control is carried out in accordance with the disturbance effect of the size of the control, so the control is timely. If the compensation function can not produce deviation, it means the controlled system has very strong ability to resist outside interference.
2.The structure of feedforward control system
In the practical process control, feedforward control has many kinds of structure forms 2.1 static feedforward control system Static feedforward control structure of feedforward control is the most simple one, as long as the control block diagram of the feedforward controller transfer function can meet the type:
where, f K and 0 K is for interference channels and control the static gain Static feedforward control only has good compensation to the steady-state (static) response of disturbance (control) . Due to the static feedforward controller being for a proportional regulator, implement is very convenient, so when little change in the disturbance or for compensation (control) requirement is not high, the production of static feedforward control structure can be used.
2.2dynamic feedforward control system
As for production process where Disturbance changes frequently and dynamic accuracy requirement for higher, the dynamic feed-forward scheme should be adopted. After using dynamic feed-forward, because it almost every time to compensate the disturbance affects the quantity of charged, it can greatly improve the dynamic performance of the control process, but the dynamic feed-forward controller structure is more complex, often need special control device, and even use a computer to achieve.and the system operation, parameter setting is more complex. Therefore, only when the technology of high control is accurat, other control scheme is difficult to meet, to consider using dynamic feed-forward scheme. Figure 2 Water spray super-heating system block diagram By selection above we can see the PI controller. this paper presents a specific example of a water spray desuperheating model, because the system does not have a high requirements of control technology, we can only take static compensation.
3.Water spray cooling model for feed-forward compensation

3.1Using the controller without feed-forward compensation
Give the controller control, without adding feed-forward compensation link, the system simulats, observing the stable process of the system and the system stability after joining the rebalancing of disturbed system. Under the action of outside interference ,the system on its own achieve to adjust the final originally stable curve to adjust back to steady, just with fluctuations being more obvious 3.2Use the PI controller control, static feed-forward compensation
We add feed-forward compensation in order to eliminate the disturbance input on the system output which is the purpose of the impact of strong ,if: After joining static feedforward compensation, anti-interference ability of the system have been improved, in the presence of interference, changes in the system overshoot are caused by overshoot volume decreases, and system recovery with stable time also slightly decreases, and it shows that the static feedforward compensation for elimination of interference has a great effect.
3.3Static feedforward compensation model mismatch
Alleged model mismatch, it is in a certain system calculate the feedforward linked to control a system, in this way, control effect will be obvious variation of the system. 
4.Conclusion
Through the this article, to static feed-forward compensation effect are analyzed in order to reduce temperature model, and put forward the model mismatch problem, practical engineering on the hysteresis and technical requirements of average accuracy can be used for reference in system control.
